FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – March 2024

Seven Wardens Update Mission and Vision

The Corporation of the Seven Wardens is proud to announce its revised Mission and Vision Statements.

Our mission is to obligate Canada’s engineering community to ethical conduct and our vision is lifelong ethical conduct by Canada’s Engineers.

We accomplish these goals by obligating eligible candidates during the Ritual of the Calling of an Engineer ceremony. Iron rings are worn as reminders of their ethical obligations.

Candidates who have successfully completed a Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board accredited engineering program from a Canadian University or College or who have confirmation of having met the academic requirements for licensure as a P.Eng/ing by a provincial or territorial regulator of professional engineers are eligible to participate in the Ritual of the Calling of an Engineer.

The updated mission and vision reflect the many international engineers working in Canada who choose to attend the Ritual of the Calling of an Engineer and take the Obligation.

Below you will find the updated and previous statements.

Updated

MISSION – To obligate Canada’s engineering community to ethical conduct
VISION – Lifelong ethical conduct by Canada’s Engineers

Previous

MISSION – To enable graduates of accredited engineering programs in Canada to commit to ethical conduct
VISION – To foster ethical conduct as a lifelong obligation for engineers educated in Canada.